3rd Working Group and combined System Integration Platform Meeting:

“Large Displays and Applications”

Host: ICT AG, Kohlberg

Sep 30 & Oct 1st, 2015
1st Day: SI and ICT AG Company Tour

- 13:30 Registration at ICT AG, Erscheckweg 1, 72664 Kohlberg
- 14:00 SI-Platform
- 14:15 RoHS & REACH - Product Compliance – Material Restrictions
  Hy-Line GmbH, Dorwarth
- 15:00 Coffee Break – Board Meeting (3-5 PM) starts
- 15:30 RoHS & REACH Product Compliance – Material Restrictions
- 16:30 What other topics would you like see within the SI-Platform
- 17:00 Factory Tour ICT AG – all participants
- 17:30 Transfer to Neuffen
- 18:00 Guided Tour through the old Town of Neuffen – Kelterplatz 3
- 19:00 Networking Get-Together and Dinner at the Traube
- 22:00 End for the Day
2nd Day: DFF MA & WGM Presentations

- 08:30 Registration
- 09:00 DFF e.V. Member Assembly (Only Topic: Contribution Scheme)
- 10:00 Coffee Break and Networking
- 10:30 Company Presentation – ICT AG, Dolde
- 11:00 Possibilities to realize large Displays – ICT AG, Hergert
- 11:30 Strategy and Roadmap for Large Displays – SHARP Electronics-Europe-GmbH, Heske
- 12:00 LEDs challenges in Outdoor Displays – OSRAM OS GmbH, Weber-Rabsilber
- 12:30 Networking lunch and legendary participant’s group photo
2nd Day: WGM Presentations (Afternoon)

- 13:30 Large LED Screens versus Pixel Pitch – an interactive session at the “Cathedral” at ICT AG, Hergert
- 14:00 Large Displays for Interactive Presentations and Collaboration Environments – Immersion7 GmbH, Schönfeldt
- 14:30 Networking Coffee break
- 14:45 Large Video Walls – Barco Control Rooms, Friedrichsen
- 15:15 Interactive Museum Design and its Applications – Gibson International Ltd, Schneider for Smith
- 15:45 Summary and outlook – DFF, Blankenbach
Adjourn & Next DFF Meetings

DFF e.V. thanks ICT AG for its excellent hosting!

We hope you all enjoyed the meeting and networking!

Next Meetings:
- Platform AUTOMOTIVE DISPLAYS:
  - October 15, 2015: Continental AG, Babenhausen
- 1st 2016 WGM “Materials and Processes”,
- Round Table Dr. Winkler, Plansee and hosted by University of Stuttgart IGM, Prof. Frühauf, Feb. 2016

We wish all participants a safe trip home!